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FOREWORD
The organising committee warmly acknowledges your participation in the first edition of
Science Me!, the European Science Show Competition to be held during the 11 th Nuit de
la Science in the Park of the Perle du Lac hosting the Musée d’Histoire des Sciences.
The weekend of the Nuit de la Science traditionally attracts ca. 25’000-35’000 visitors of
all ages and origins who take great delight in gaining scientific knowledge and are
spellbound in meeting researchers in a friendly atmosphere.
Science Me! is considered a flagship of the Nuit de la Science 2016 by the Musée
d’Histoire des Sciences because for the very first time, visitors will not be mere
consumers of sciences but also evaluators of science communication.
For its central role in the event, Science Me! is hosted in the largest tent of the Nuit de la
Science, right in the heart of the gorgeous Park of the Perle du Lac.
Aimed at spreading scientific knowledges and strengthening the dialogue between
scientists and the public, Science Me! is sponsored by Agora, the instrument of the Swiss
National Science Foundation that takes research to the public.
A remarkable asset of Science Me! is that the shows are evaluated by the spectators,
whichever their scientific background, on the basis of their awareness and sensitivity,
while a jury of experts scores the shows on quantitative and qualitative criteria.
The format of Science Me! is simple: Each team of maximum 2 persons is allowed a single
10-minute slot to demonstrate a scientific fact or explore a singularity, do an experiment
or play a performance on science, illustrate a well-known phenomenon or communicate
a research breakthrough, in other words to create a positive link with the public.
And thank to the CERN Visitors and Local Engagement team, participants are offered rare
opportunities to visit the World’s largest physics lab (guided tour) and plenty of other
appealing exhibitions (including guided tour of IDEAS), just before the competition starts!
Hoping this event will become durable after its first occurrence, we are definitely looking
forward to meeting your team soon in Geneva, and we are convinced you’ll enjoy Science
Me! as much as we’ll enjoy your show. Good luck to all of you!

Dr Didier Perret – Chairman

MILESTONES
Friday, July 8, 12:30–16:00
Social event – Guided tour of CERN (max. 30 participants)
Friday, July 8, 16:00–18:00
Social event – Visit of CERN exhibitions and IdeaSquare
Friday, July 8, 18:00–midnight Social event – CineGlobe Festival, hosted at CERN
Saturday, July 9, 14:00–00:00 Nuit de la Science 2016 (free access)
Saturday, July 9, 20:00–23:00 Science Me! shows (team #1 → team #9)
Sunday, July 10, 12:00–19:00 Nuit de la Science 2016 (free access)
Sunday, July 10, 14:30–17:30 Science Me! shows (team #10 → team #17)
Sunday, July 10, 18:00–18:30 Science Me! Award ceremony + show of laureate team
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VENUE
The Nuit de la Science and the Musée d’Histoire des Sciences are located in the Park of
the Perle du Lac, on the West side of Lake Geneva.

http://maps.google.com/?q=46.220837,6.152139

The tent hosting Science Me! is on the North-eastern corner of the park.

The Science Me! tent
is at its exact position ;
the position of the other
tents is the one of the previous
edition of the Nuit de la Science.
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TENT AND FACILITIES










Stage: 50cm above the ground floor; darkened with black curtain on back + sides
+ roof
Computers: 2 laptops Dell Inspiron 5758, Windows 8.1 Pro 64 bits, Office Pro
2013, Adobe Acrobat Reader, remote control with laser pointer; a MacBook Pro
with KeyNote will also be available
Beamer: 5200 Lumen, format 16×10 (1920×1200 pixels)
Display: 3m × 2m screen
Microphones: 2 sets of 2 HP clip-on microphones (for one team on stage + one
team in preparation) + 1 microphone for the Master of Ceremony + 1 clap-ometer for recording the applauses of the public
Audio: mixing table + loud speakers (inputs: microphones + laptops) + foldback on
stage
Backstage: tables for preparation of shows, 3 tables on wheel for ease of team
swap between shows, space for storage of material, refrigerator, set of fire
extinguishers; access by stairs on back of the tent (being on a slope, the tent is at
level with the ground on the public side, while the backstage side is ca. 70cm
above the ground)
Others: additional material required by some of the teams (smoke machine,
liquid nitrogen, blender, magnets, etc) is provided

JURY AND STAFF
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Official Jury: 2 independent members from the international science community
to evaluate the shows on quantitative and qualitative criteria; the decisions of the
Jury are irrevocable and will be made available upon request after the Award
ceremony
1 professional Master of Ceremony (MC), to introduce the teams, moderate
interactions with the public and be the time-keeper
1 stage manager + 1 stage assistant, to cope with the sequences of presentations
and audio-visuals, and to ensure a smooth transition between shows
2 programme assistants, to cope with photo/video reporting of the event and
counting of the audience, also available for other duties during the shows
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PARTICIPATING TEAMS
Team numbers are given below according to the running order of shows. Modification of
the running order will only be possible upon duly justified request, and as far as the team
affected by the modification accepts the swap.
#1 Zauberhafte Physik. Physics.
Sebastian Skorzinski + Johannes Hinrichs. Germany.
#2 L’origine des mauvaises odeurs des dessous de bras. Chemistry + Microbiology.
Christian Starkenmann + Myriam Troccaz. Switzerland.
#3 Paradox show. Physics.
Uliana Nyemchenko + Viktor Bartak. Ukraine.
#4 Cooking with algorithms. Informatics.
Dimitri Racordon + David Lawrence. Switzerland.
#5 (G)astronomie. Astronomy.
Christoph Schürmann + Laura Weber. Germany.
#6 Turning our senses – are you receiving me? Affective Sciences.
David Rudrauf + Kate Genevieve. Switzerland + England. CANCELLED
#7 Physics road show. Physics.
Johan Lindén + Jakob Mäkelä. Finland.
#8 Etre ému. Psychology.
Florian Cova + Julien Deonna. Switzerland.
#9 Fisica viva. Physics.
Miguel Cardoso + Ana Rodrigues. Portugal.
#10 Les jeux olympiques, c’est physique. Physics.
Margherita Boselli + Alexandre Fête + Damien Stricker. Switzerland.
#11 The chemistry of dance. Chemistry.
Baldur Brynjarsson + Brynja Bjarnadóttir. Iceland.
#12 Fysikshow. Physics.
Kenneth Lund Andersen + Andreas Springborg. Denmark.
#13 Ca tourne pas rond! Mathematics.
Xavier Morvan + Arnaud Ihne. Switzerland + France.
#14 Science bus. Physics + Chemistry.
Mats Mikkor + Raid Vellerind. Estonia.
#15 Phagothérapie. Medicine.
Dorian Garin + Aurélia Loriol. Switzerland.
#16 The journey of sound. Physics .
Kristbjörg Anna Þórarinsdóttir + Sara Högnadóttir. Iceland.
#17 Love is in your brain! Neurosciences.
Emilie Qiao-Tasserit + Vanessa Siffredi. Switzerland.
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TIMETABLE OF SHOWS
Shows are arranged into slots of 1h with 3 teams and a 5min gap between each show; it
is expected that the public will at least stay during a complete slot of 3 teams, to allow
for better homogeneity of the evaluation by the audience (measured by a clap-o-meter).
Between each slot of 1h, there is a ca. 20min break. The 3 teams of the previous slot are
invited to stay around the tent to create the dialogue and interact with the public.
The running order of each team has been established according to the following criteria:
Diversity of the science domains (taking into account that 9 teams out of 18 are in
physics), and special requirements (use of beamer, work in dim light or at night, etc.).
A detailed timetable of the shows will be displayed on a poster in front of the tent.

SATURDAY, JULY 9, EVENING
Slot Start – End Who
1 20:00 – 20:05 MC + Jury
20:05 – 20:15 Team #1

2

3

What / Science domain
Welcome talk
Physics; Germany

Language
FR/EN
EN

20:20 – 20:30 Team #2

Chemistry + Microbiology; Switzerland

FR/EN

20:35 – 20:45 Team #3

Physics; Ukraine

EN

21:00 – 21:10 Team #4

Informatics; Switzerland

FR

21:15 – 21:25 Team #5

Astronomy; Germany

FR

21:30 – 21:40 Team #6

CANCELLED

EN

22:00 – 22:10 Team #7

Physics; Finland

EN

22:15 – 22:25 Team #8

Psychology; Switzerland

FR

22:30 – 22:40 Team #9

Physics; Portugal

EN

SUNDAY, JULY 10, AFTERNOON
Slot Start – End Who
1 14:30 – 14:35 MC
14:35 – 14:45 Team #10

2

3
4
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What
Welcome
Physics; Switzerland

Language
FR/EN
FR/EN

14:50 – 15:00 Team #11

Chemistry; Iceland

EN

15:05 – 15:15 Team #12

Physics; Denmark

EN

15:30 – 15:40 Team #13

Mathematics; Switzerland + France

FR

15:45 – 15:55 Team #14

Physics + Chemistry; Estonia

EN

16:00 – 16:10 Team #15

Medicine; Switzerland

FR

16:30 – 16:40 Team #16

Physics; Iceland

EN

16:45 – 16:55 Team #17

Neurosciences; Switzerland

FR/EN

17:30 – 17:40 Jury

Award ceremony

FR/EN

18:00 – 18:15 Laureate

Free show by laureate team, if available!
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EVALUATION OF SHOWS
Each team has only one chance to create the dialogue, enchant the audience, and
convince the independent Jury.
To avoid bias in the evaluation by the public (e.g. preference of the audience for a team
from Geneva), teams are invited to present their show without explicit mention of their
affiliation, as far as possible. Likewise, the detailed timetable of shows available in front
of the tent will not mention the affiliation of the teams (see timetable above).
The shows are evaluated by the public and by the Jury according to the following criteria:
 Evaluation by the public: Strength [dB] and duration of the applauses, measured
by a clap-o-meter, weighted by the number of people in the audience.
 Evaluation by the independent Jury: Quality and strength of the pedagogical and
didactic aspects of the show; interaction with the audience; scientific relevance of
the show (well-known concept vs. front-edge research); artistic and poetic
dimensions of the show; spectacular and exhilarating aspects of the show;
simplicity vs. complexity of the scientific content and concepts presented;
fulfilment of safety regulation (when it applies), and personal favourites. The
weighing of each parameter to obtain the final score of the Jury will not be
revealed.
For each show, the global score is a combination of the evaluation given by the public
and of the score of the Jury. Weighing of the public and Jury evaluations will be
determined by the Jury and the organising committee; in case of disagreement between
the organising committee and the Jury, the voice of the Jury will obtain majority.

SOCIAL EVENTS
CERN – THE WORLD’S LARGEST PHYSICS LAB
The CERN Visitors and Local Engagement generously proposes
activities on Friday, 8 July to the participating teams of Science
Me!: Guided tour of the CERN (requires application, maximum
30 participants), visit of Microcosm and Globe of Science and
Innovation (free access), guided tour of IDEAS (requires
application, maximum 40 participants), and access to CineGlobe
international film festival (free access). These activities are all
planned on Friday afternoon/evening.
GUIDED TOUR OF CERN (upon registration!)
Visit of surface emblematic sites of CERN (LHC is running, underground visits are not
possible) is a guided tour of control room, CERN first accelerator, CERN data centre, on
Friday, 8 July, afternoon. Schedule of the tour:
 12:30 Departure of bus from the main gate of the Park of the Perle du Lac (bottom of
p.3; red arrow on top left corner of the park); maximum 30 seats in the bus
 13:00 Start of the guided tour of CERN with François Briard, Local Communication
Officer
 16:00 End of the guided tour; participants are then free to join the following (see
below), or to get back to Geneva by public transport (tramway line 18)
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This unique opportunity (in principle, such tours must be booked 6-9 months in advance)
is offered to the first 30 participants confirming their interest in the visit. As the guided
tour goes from one site to another by bus, it will not be possible to accept more than the
30 registered participants.
If more than 30 participants apply for this visit, the organising committee will give
priority to foreign teams and to maximum 2 participants/team.
Don’t forget to bring your camera!
FREE VISIT OF MICROCOSM AND UNIVERSE OF PARTICLES
Visit of the two CERN General Public exhibitions: Multimedia show, interactive screens,
full scale display of detectors, reproduction of LHC tunnel and control room, etc.
This visit is offered to all, including those who could not join for the guided tour earlier.
François Briard will be present to guide those who wish.
The Globe of Science and Innovation is located in front of CERN main site on the Route
de Meyrin,at tramway 18 “CERN” terminus. Microcosm is located opposite to the Globe
at CERN Reception.
The visit of each of these sites requires ca. 30-45min. Globe close at 17:00 and
Microcosm closes at 17:30.
GUIDED TOUR OF IDEAS (pronounce IDEASQUARE; upon registration!)
Visit of IDEAS, CERN’s dedicated test facility that hosts R&D projects. The purpose of
IDEAS is to bring together people to generate new ideas and work on conceptual
prototypes in an open environment, and contribute to Knowledge Transfer Group
activities in helping to shape and improve them further, towards socially and globally
relevant new product ideas and innovation.
This guided tour is offered between 17:00 and 18:00 to the first 40 participants
confirming their interest in the visit.
If more than 40 participants apply for this visit, the organising committee will give
priority to foreign teams and to maximum 2 participants/team.
CINEGLOBE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL AT CERN
CineGlobe, the international film festival inspired by science is organised by an
independent association and hosted at CERN. This is open to all.
The festival proposes the following programme:
 Short Films at the Globe (18:00-19:00, in the Globe of Science and Innovation)
 Emotional Circus (19:30-21:30, around the Globe of Science and Innovation)
 Open Air Cinema (21:30-00:00, around the Globe of Science and Innovation)
Foodtrucks will serve food around the Globe.
CineGlobe will also be available in the Park of the Perle du Lac during the Nuit de la
Science.
This event is a non-guided, free access activity.
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ACCOMMODATION
Unless otherwise stated, foreign participants of Science Me! are lodged at Geneva Hostel
(28-30 Rothschild Street; top of p.3; red circle ca. 900m from the Gare Cornavin Central
Train Station and ca. 700m from the Park of the Perle du Lac) in 6-bed rooms with
breakfast and free WiFi. Whichever your arrival and departure dates, your nights at
Geneva Hostel are now guaranteed (see appendix), except if you booked elsewhere.
Free lodging is offered to maximum 2 members per team for the night of Saturday, 9
July, to Sunday, 10 July. The organising committee will try to cover additional nights
and/or additional participants (80% chances that we pay the complete lodging!),
depending on the total number of requests for support of travel fees of foreign teams.
Participants lodging at Geneva Hostel (or in another hotel) receive upon check-in a
Geneva Transport Card allowing them to use all lines of the Geneva public transport
(buses, tramways, boat lines “Mouettes Genevoises”).
Participants arriving at Geneva International Airport can obtain a free 80-minute ticket
for public transport from the machine in the baggage collection area at the Arrival level.

HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TO START SCIENCE ME! (important info)
Arrival and departure dates differ for almost all teams, and not all teams plan to visit the
CERN. We thus suggest the following to ensure your journey in Geneva will not be
spoiled by little mishaps:
 Geneva public transport:
- If you arrive at the airport, don’t forget to get your free public transport ticket (1hour validity) at the Arrival level of the airport (before going through the customs)
- If you arrive at the train station, you’ll have to buy either a 1-hour ticket (CHF 3.-)
or a 1-day ticket (CHF 10.-, or CHF 8.- for validity starting at 9h) at a ticket machines
of the Geneva public transport company (TPG)
- The new ticket machines accept CHF, EUR, and most debit/credit cards, and give
change back; the old ones accept only CHF and EUR, and don’t give change back
- Tickets can also be purchased before going into a bus/tramway by SMS sent to
the number 788 (code tpg1 for a 1-hour ticket; code cj1 for a 1-day ticket)
- If you sleep at Geneva Hostel (or in another hotel), you’ll receive a free Geneva
Transport Card, which will be valid during all the days of your stay at the hotel
(teams planning to sleep somewhere else before/after their stay in a hotel will
have to pay their public transport tickets (see options above)
 Check-in and check-out at Geneva Hostel:
- In principle, check-in time at Geneva Hostel is 14h, and check-out time is 10h, but
“Science Me!” teams arriving before 14h will be able to leave their luggage at the
desk, check-in as members of the “Science Me!” group, and receive their Geneva
Transport Card; likewise, if you leave later than 10h, check-out at 10h and leave
your luggage at the desk
- Geneva Hostel asks that the first group arriving (team #11, Baldur + Brynja!) will
be designated as “leader” of all participants (they will receive relevant info on the
uses, schedules, rules, WiFi codes, etc, at Geneva Hostel, to be communicated to
other teams arriving at later dates)
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- Teams planning to sleep in another hotel will have to verify their check-in and
check-out times directly with the hotel
 Checking your presentation, the stage and backstage, and other details:
- Didier Perret will be preparing the tent for the “Science Me!” event from
Thursday, 7 July, afternoon; you can already your material (the tent will be under
control of security agents during the night; expensive material can be stored in the
Musée d’Histoire des Sciences) and get an overview of the stage, backstage,
beamer, computer, and audio-visual facilities, but we won’t have time to welcome
you at that moment, unfortunately…
- We suggest that you come on Friday, 8 July, from 10am, if
you want to check for your presentation (and give us a copy,
which will be pre-loaded on our computers, with all relevant
instructions); Berenice (see picture) will welcome you until
12h15 to take all your questions!
- For the teams arriving on Saturday, 9 July, we’ll be present to
check the presentations from 12h to 15h30 (the tent is used
for another event from 16h)
- Whatsoever, there will be no possibility to make rehearsals or be under the tent
on Saturday, 9 July, from 15h30 to 19h30 (“Science Me!” starts at 20h)
- On Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon, teams will have free access to the
backstage to prepare their shows (teams are expected to come in advance); staff
members will be backstage to guide them and explain them the ultimate details to
guarantee a smooth event
 Final words on your shows:
- The rules of the competition put emphasis on the fulfilment of safety regulations
(the organising committee considers that safe experiments are probably the best
ambassadors of science among the general audience, although the public usually
loves explosions and other highly spectacular experiments…)
- For this reason, and because the tent has a limited height (ca. 2.5m on its sides;
ca. 3.5m on its centre), experiments which are or could be dangerous, or which
could impair the public or the teams, or which could result in accidents, will not be
allowed under the tent; an instructed staff member will be present backstage to
check for this point
 Guided tours of CERN:
- All registered participants to the guided tour of the emblematic sites of CERN will
meet on Friday, 8 July, not later than 12h15 (bus departure: 12h30) in front of the
main entrance gate of the Park of the Perle-du-Lac (see red arrow on map, p.3),
from where they will be moved by bus to the CERN.
- Bérénice (see picture above) will be your “Welcome Hostess”from 12h15 in front
of the Park and during the whole visit.
- Participants not registered to the guided tour of the surface emblematic sites of
CERN, but who are registered to the guided tour of IdeaSquare (17h-18h), and
participants wishing to take part to the other activities proposed at CERN, will have
to go to CERN on their own, by public transport.
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USEFUL LINKS
Science Me!
Nuit de la Science 2016
Chimiscope – UNIGE
Musée d’Histoire des Sciences
Park of the Perle du Lac

http://nq.st/scienceme and ScienceMe@unige.ch
http://www.ville-ge.ch/mhs/nuit_science.php
http://chimiscope.ch
http://www.ville-ge.ch/mhs
http://www.ville-geneve.ch/plan-ville/parcs-jardinsplages-bains-publics/parc-perle/
Geneva Hostel
http://genevahostel.ch
Geneva international airport
http://gva.ch
Geneva public transport
http://tpg.ch
Boat lines “Mouettes Genevoises” http://mouettesgenevoises.ch
CERN
http://home.cern and http://visits.web.cern.ch
Access map to CERN
http://visits.web.cern.ch/exhibitions/how-get-cern
Globe of Science and Innovation
http://visits.web.cern.ch/globe
Microcosm
http://visits.web.cern.ch/exhibitions/microcosm
S
IDEA
http://ideasquare.web.cern.ch
CineGlobe film festival
http://cineglobe.ch
Swiss National Science Foundation http://www.snf.ch/en/funding/sciencecommunication/agora/Pages/default.aspx
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APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY OF HOTEL BOOKING
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APPENDIX 2: GUIDED TOURS OF CERN (emblematic sites + IDEAS)
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APPENDIX 3: SUPPORT FOR TRAVEL EXPENSES
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APPENDIX 4: REQUESTS FOR SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
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